BORE-MAX
SPEED JAGS & PATCHES
™

™

HANDGUN

FASTER RESULTS. LESS EFFORT.
Speed Jag and Speed Jag Patches are sized exactly to work in tandem delivering precise bore fitment by caliber, resulting in the removal of
up to 2 times the copper and carbon of shorter traditional jags and square patches. This means a cleaner bore with less pass throughs.
NICKEL PLATED
(IMPERVIOUS TO
SOLVENTS)

2X MORE
BORE CONTACT

BORE-FIT™
PRECISION

SPIKED TIP

CLEAN BORES FASTER
RIFLE SPEED JAG & PATCH --- 2X MORE PATCH CONTACT = 2X MORE SURFACE CLEANED
THE BORE-MAX™ SPEED CLEAN SYSTEM™ IS
PRECISELY SIZED FOR MAXIMUM BORE CONTACT.

SPEED JAG PATCH™- 2X MORE BORE CLEANING CONTACT

WARNING: DO NOT
USE SPEED JAG WITH
TRADITIONAL PATCHES
Speed Jag™ and Speed Jag Patches are sized exactly to work in tandem
delivering precise bore fitment by caliber. As a result, use of any other patch
or jag with Bore-Max Speed Clean System components may result in the jag
getting trapped in the bore.
ONLY USE Speed Jag Patches with the corresponding Speed Jag.
DO NOT USE Speed Jag Patches on regular jags.

.22 CAL

.380 CAL / 9MM

.40 CAL

.45 CAL

Always make sure your firearm is unloaded prior to cleaning.
1. Add Bore-Max™ Foaming Bore Cleaner to your bore at the breach. Point
muzzle slightly downward (let it work for 10 – 15 minutes).
2. Use Bore-Max Speed Brush™ to vigorously scrub the inside of the bore, breach
to muzzle, to agitate the fouling.
3. Drape Speed Jag Patch™ over Speed Jag™ evenly, ensuring it covers the jag
on both sides.
4. Run Speed Jag and Patch through the bore (breach to muzzle). Continue repeating this step with a fresh patch until the patch is clear of fouling residue.
5. Fouling is removed in layers, so repeat steps 1 though 4 until all fouling is
clear (indicated by a clear patch on the first
pass in step 4).

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Nickel (Metallic), which is known to the state of California
to cause cancer and birth defects or reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
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